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a b s t r a c t

The rapid expansion of renewable energy technologies in the electricity sector introduces new significant

challenges for power systems due to their high intermittency. Therefore, more flexibility is needed to

ensure that the system can operate reliably and cost-effectively with large shares of variable renewable

energy sources (RES). Electricity energy storage and cross-border interconnections are considered two

key components for allowing further integration of these sources. Therefore, the aim of this study is to

analyse the techno-economic effects of grid-scale electricity storage and interconnections in the inte-

gration of variable RES by using the power system of Colombia as a case study. The EnergyPLAN tool was

used for building the reference system model and future scenarios. Initially, the technical impacts of

electricity storage and interconnections in the power system were examined. Successively, a multi-

objective evolutionary algorithm (MOEA) was applied to perform a techno-economic optimisation and

identify a set of optimal configurations. The results evidenced that increasing levels of storage and in-

terconnections could allow further penetration of variable RES, achieving total annual electricity pro-

duction levels of approximately 96.8%. Further, significant reductions in both the fuel consumption and

CO2 emissions might permit an emission factor of the power sector of approximately 26.5 gCO2e/kWh.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Increasing the flexibility of power systems is a key component in

the global efforts oriented to meet the climate change mitigation

goals defined at the 21st Conference of Parties (COP21) in Paris in

2015. The integration of large amounts of variable renewable en-

ergy sources (RES) into the power grid poses important techno-

economic challenges due to their highly intermittent energy gen-

eration [1]. This is one of themain focus of the Smart Grid approach,

and thus, a flexible power system is required in order to reach

renewable integration targets without affecting the reliability and

efficiency of the grid. Several options have been proposed in order

to increase the flexibility of the system, and these include demand-

side management (DSM), energy curtailment, sector coupling,

expansion of the transmission grid and energy storage systems

[2,3]. In addition, the recent technological developments in power

electronics and modern distribution equipment have also contrib-

uted to the stability of the grid [4]. Lund et al. [5,6] introduced the

concept of Smart Energy System and stated that the smart elec-

tricity, thermal and gas grids should synergise in order to achieve

optimal solutions for the complete energy system. This study fo-

cuses its attention on the smart electricity grid and considers

utility-scale electricity storage (ES) and grid capacity expansion as

two of the main technologies suited to assist in the successful

integration of high share of RES, especially in those countries with

poor infrastructure [7]. Therefore, when the term “energy storage”

is used in this study, it refers to electricity energy storage as pro-

posed by the smart energy system approach [5,8].

The energy storage potential is specific to each country and it

mainly depends on the availability of the resources, regulations,

transmission infrastructure and energy consumption patterns.

Latin America is reported as one of the most interesting emerging

markets for storage projects development due to its current
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progress in renewable energy production, fast increasing popula-

tion and unbalanced grid conditions [9]. Further, the power market

integration through a strong interconnection in the region could

improve the security of supply, reduce emissions and exploit the

complementarities of resources available in each country [10].

However, a complete understanding of the effects of ES and elec-

tricity interconnections in the electricity system requires the

development of energy models that allow the assessment of its

performance. Previous studies have focused its attention on this

issue [7], but these are mainly focused on small-scale applications

[11], island energy systems [12,13] and specific markets with highly

developed economies, such as the case of European countries and

the United States [14e16]. For instance, Cebulla et al. [2] analysed

different energy storage and RES expansion investigations perti-

nent to the US and Europe. Bussar et al. [17] used the GENESYS

model to analyse the long-term impact of energy storage in the

future interconnected European power system.

Other studies have focused their attention on the national level,

for instance, Edmunds et al. [14] developed four future scenarios

including energy storage and interconnections in the Great Britain

power system. Andersen at al [18]. Explored the effects of large-

scale storage in Denmark. Limpens et al. [19] studied the different

trade-offs between RES shares, storage and curtailment for

Belgium, and Conolly et al. [20] investigated the benefits of pumped

hydroelectric energy storage (PHES) and wind power in the Irish

power sector.

In the case of countries characterised by a high share of hy-

dropower in their electricity mix, such as many Latin American

countries, very few studies [21] have investigated the effect of grid-

scale ES and international electricity interconnections for

increasing the flexibility of the power system. Regarding this latter,

the main focus of these works has been on the market behaviour

rather than the impact of RES penetration [22]. Thus, the aim of this

paper is to analyse the techno-economic impact of large-scale

electricity energy storage and interconnections in the integration

of intermittent renewable energy by using the electricity system of

Colombia as a case study. Two approaches are followed in this

study: a parametric analysis for finding the effect of energy storage

and interconnections on the integration of wind and solar PV in the

power system; and a multi-objective optimisation oriented to

minimise energy-related GHG emissions and costs. The Ener-

gyPLAN modelling tool has been used to develop the model and

simulate the scenarios. Further, a new optimisation model, named

MOEA Eplan and developed by the authors in MATLAB, is intro-

duced and used for the analysis. Technical details of these tools are

further explained in Section 3.

In the literature, some studies have already introduced some

optimisation tools linked to the EnergyPLAN simulation software

[23]. For instance, Bjelic et al. [24] used the optimisation tool

GenOpt linked to EnergyPLAN for the planning of national energy

systems under EU framework. Eurac Research [25] developed the

EPLANopt model that couples EnergyPLAN with Python, and

applied it to optimise energy efficiency scenarios in buildings.

Manhub et al. [26] also built an optimisation model written in Java

in order to design future scenarios, and applied it to the city of

Aalborg in Denmark. Cabrera et al. [23] developed the MATLAB

Toolbox MaT4EnergyPLAN to run EnergyPLAN from MATLAB.

However, all these tools require a certain level of experience in the

coding language they were designed for its use and configuration.

MOEA Eplan offers a user-friendly interface in a widely used soft-

ware between the scientific community (MATLAB) in order to run

the optimisations and no previous knowledge of coding is required

for its execution.

The findings of this work can greatly assist energy system

planners and policymakers to understand the positive effect of

flexibility options such as energy storage and interconnections

when modelling and analysing future energy systems in countries

with a high share of hydropower in their electricity mix.

This paper is composed of five sections. Section 2 presents an

overview of the current Colombian power system and its cross-

border interconnection capacity. Section 3 introduces the meth-

odology used to build the scenarios and perform the techno-

economic optimisation. Section 4 presents the results from the

simulated scenarios and the Pareto front obtained. Finally, the

conclusions provide a final discussion of the main findings and

further research areas are identified.

2. Electricity sector in Colombia

The Colombian electricity sector comprises 17% of the entire

energy demand in the country. It has been historically dominated

by hydropower generation with an average annual electricity pro-

duction of about 71% of the total, followed by conventional thermal

generation (28% of the total) and other renewables (i.e. wind, solar

and bioenergy) that account for only 1% of the total production [27].

The total installed capacity in 2017 (14.4 GW) consisted of 69.9%

hydropower, 29.2% conventional thermal power generation

(mainly natural gas, coal and diesel fuelled-plants), 0.8% bioenergy

and 0.1% wind [28]. There is not currently any large-scale electricity

storage system installed in the country, and although the hydro-

power dam reservoirs store large amounts of energy, it can only be

used for long-term purposes because its short-term operation is

constrained because of the system configuration. The high reliance

on hydro resources makes the system vulnerable to cyclical

weather anomalies caused by El Ni~no and La Ni~na southern oscil-

lation (ENSO) [29]. During these periods, the electricity production

by hydropower plants can fluctuate between 45% and 95% due to

the changes in the natural water inflows to the dams [30]. Con-

ventional fossil fuel energy production is used to preserve the

stability of the grid due to constraints in the power transmission

system. Further, during dry seasons, when hydropower generation

is reduced, they are used to meet the electricity demand.

In terms of cross-border interconnection, the first agreement

was reached between Colombia and Venezuela in 1992 with two

main projects (Cuatricentenario and Corozo) as shown in Table 1.

These projects were developed by governmental companies due to

the lack of international regulation [31], however, they are not

currently in operation and were replaced by a new line with lower

capacity (Cadafe). Later in 2003 and following the Decision 536 of

the Andean Community (CAN), the interconnection between

Colombia and Ecuador was developed. This line is part of an

ambitious plan, proposed by the CAN, that is expected to include

Peru, Bolivia and Panama [22]. These countries have historically

shared a similar organisational structure of the electricity market,

promoting competition through the participation of the private

sector. They have abundant resources for hydropower production

and use the merit order dispatch mechanism [10]. As illustrated in

Table 1, Colombia and Ecuador share four transmission lines with a

maximum export capacity of 535 MW [32]. The interconnection

between Colombia and Panama is expected to start operations by

the end of 2020 with a maximum capacity of 300 MW [33].

Colombia, Ecuador, Panama and Peru are highly dependent on

hydroelectricity and thus they are affected by seasonal variations

caused by ENSO that limits their generation ability to match the

demand during dry periods. However, the effect of this weather

anomaly on each country is different, while there are droughts in

Ecuador and Peru, high level of precipitations occurs in Colombia

and Panama, and vice versa. Therefore, increasing the intercon-

nection capacity between these countries could also contribute to

the reliability of the power supply taking advantage of their
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hydrological complementarity patterns [22].

3. Methodology

This section describes the methods used in order to build the

scenarios and analyse the techno-economic impacts of electricity

energy storage and cross-border interconnections in the future

Colombian electricity system.

3.1. Colombian model in EnergyPLAN

Analysing the effects of energy storage at the national level re-

quires the development of a model that is able to represent in detail

the Colombian power system. In this study, the EnergyPLAN tool

was selected after considering a wide range of modelling tools

currently available in the literature [35]. This tool was developed as

open-source by Aalborg University in Denmark [36,37] and its main

objective is to assist in the design of local, regional or national long-

term energy planning strategies based on the technical and eco-

nomic analysis of different alternatives defined by policymakers.

EnergyPLAN generates a deterministic model using analytical

programming instead of iterations, and thus is able to compute the

calculations in a smaller amount of time than similar models that

use iterative solvers. It runs a high-temporal resolution simulation

over a one-year period and produces hourly outputs. Therefore, the

effects of intermittent renewable sources production, large-scale

energy storage and cross-border interconnections can be exam-

ined in detail. The process diagram of the EnergyPLAN inputs/

outputs are shown in Fig. 1. More details about the modelling tool

features and applications can be found in Refs. [36,37].

The development of an energy system model in EnergyPLAN

that accurately represent the Colombian power system requires a

group of inputs and assumptions that need to be validated against

actual data [27,32]. The detailed methodology applied for the

validation process is provided by Conolly in Ref. [38], and this in-

volves a comparison between the reference model outputs and

actual figures reported by different agencies. In this study, the

relative difference between the modelled and actual production

from the different power sources was found to be less than 4%, as

reported in previous works developed by the authors and available

in Refs. [27,39]. Therefore, the reference model represents the

Colombian power system accurately and thus can be used to build

future energy scenarios. This model was built from inputs based on

the country’s statistics from 2014. Data from 2015 to 2016 were

available at the time the model was developed, but these years

were affected by a strong ENSO and thus they do not exemplify the

usual behaviour of the power system. The total electricity demand

for the reference year was approximately 64.3 TWh, and the hourly

power supply and demand were supplied by XM (National grid)

[34]. Conventional power plant capacities and efficiencies were

provided by the Colombian Electrical Information System (SIEL)

[28]. The total variable RES installed capacity connected to the

national grid in the reference year was only 19.5 MW, and this

corresponds to the Jepirachi wind farm. In order to include further

integration of RES in the future scenarios, wind and solar datasets

were built following the approach adopted by the authors in pre-

vious studies [27,32]. The CO2 emissions were estimated based on

the fuel consumption following the guidelines for stationary com-

bustion provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPPC) in Refs. [38,40].

3.2. Future scenarios

Following the validation of the reference model, a complete

system analysis can be performed. Thus, a baseline scenario and

two alternatives were built for the Colombian power system in

2030 (see Table 2). These scenarios were developed based on the

inputs from previous studies [22,27,41e43] and different speci-

alised governmental and private organisations [44,45] as follows:

1. Scenario 1 (baseline): This scenario is commonly known as the

business as usual (BaU) scenario and it is based on the outlook

defined by the Colombian government in order to define the

intended Nationally Determined Contributions (iNDC) pre-

sented in the COP21 [46]. It assumes that the current trends in

energy demand and supply will remain unaffected.

2. Scenario 2 (COL 2030 þ ES): This scenario was developed from

the results of Section 4.1, and it suggests further penetration of

wind and solar PV in the power mix with storage levels that

could be technically achievable by 2030.

3. Scenario 3 (COL 2030 þ ES and interconnections): This scenario

was built according to the results from Section 4.1. This alter-

native includes the same inputs as scenario 2 and assumes an

increase in the capacity of cross-border interconnection with

neighbouring countries based on the government projections

for 2030 [45].

3.2.1. Energy storage and cross-border interconnections

In order to quantify the technical impacts of grid-scale energy

storage and interconnections in electricity systems with increasing

capacities of intermittent renewable sources, it is necessary to vary

the levels of penetration of these variables.

For the case of energy storage, different amounts of installed

charge/discharge power were simulated for increasing levels of

wind, solar PV and a combination of both. It should be noted that

charging and discharging capacities are assumed to be the same for

these simulations and the energy storage capacity is fixed at

10 GWh based on the results reported by IRENA in Ref. [43]. During

the optimisation process, different levels of power and energy

storage capacities were explored in order to find the best system

configurations (see Section 4.3).

Pumped hydro energy storage (PHES) was selected as the

technology to be modelled in the power system due to its current

level of development [47], suitability for assisting in the integration

of large-scale RES [21,43] and the great potential reported

Table 1

Cross-border interconnection capacity in Colombia [32,34].

Import capacity [MW] Export capacity [MW]

Interconnection Colombia-Ecuador

Ecuador 230 360 500

Ecuador 138 35 35

Interconnection Colombia-Venezuela

Corozo 1 (not operative) 55 150

Cadafe 0 36

Cuatricentenario 1 (not operative) 150 150
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[39,43,47] for application in countries with similar topographies to

Colombia.

Regarding the interconnections, the current capacity was dis-

cussed in Section 2. The interconnection level in Colombia could

increase in the coming years, however, the ability to rely on

external energy supply will depend on the market agreements and

electricity mix within the linked countries [48]. Some studies [49]

have analysed the feasibility of an inter-regional grid for the

Americas, and for the case of Colombia, Ochoa et al. [43] suggested

that by 2030 an interconnection capacity of 3 GW could be ach-

ieved. Therefore, in this study the total cross-border interconnec-

tion capacities were varied from 0 to 3 GW in order to assess its

impact on the national electricity system.

3.3. Energy storage modelling

The simulation of energy storage in EnergyPLAN is performed by

defining power and energy capacity, charging and discharging

efficiency and the operation strategy. The power capacity repre-

sents the charging/discharging rate of the device (usually in MW

for large-scale applications), the energy capacity represents the

amount of energy stored in the device (typically measured in GWh

for utility-scale applications) [50,51]. The tool can simulate

different storage technologies (PHES, CAES, battery or hydrogen

storage) and they are mainly used to avoid critical excess of elec-

tricity (CEEP) [52]. Therefore, the primary objective is to integrate

the maximum feasible levels of variable renewable penetration

[20].

A comprehensive description of the equations and simulation

strategies applied in this study and available in the EnergyPLAN

tool can be found in Ref. [37]. The storage system is charged when

there is an excess of electricity that leads to energy curtailment (i.e.,

if eCEEP >0). In this case, the electricity transferred to the charging

device is estimated using equation (1). In addition, the energy

stored after the charging process is estimated applying equation

(2).

Fig. 1. Overall sketch of the EnergyPLAN modelling tool [37].

Table 2

Input data for the reference and future scenarios.

Ref. 2014 BaU 2030 COL 2030 þ ES COL 2030 þ ES and Interconnection

Electricity Demand

Total electricity demand (TWh/year) 64.37 100.53 100.53 100.53

Electricity Supply

Dammed hydro power (MW) 10920 14895 14895 14895

Thermal power (MW) 4735 6149.8 6149.8 6149.8

Biomass (MW) 72 108 108 108

Wind power (MW) 19.5 594 4000 4240

Solar PV power (MW) 0 0 7000 7420

Electricity storage

Storage power (MW) 0 0 2000 2000

Storage capacity (GWh) 0 0 10 10

Cross-border interconnection

Transmission line capacity [MW] 571 571 0 1000
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eC ¼min

�

eCEEP ;

CS � SS
hC

;Cc

�

(1)

SS ¼ SS þ ðec ,hcÞ (2)

where CS is the maximum energy capacity, SS is the amount of

energy being stored, Cc is the charging device capacity, and hC is the

charging efficiency.

The energy discharge process is performed, firstly by replacing

electricity imports, and then by substituting thermal power plant

production (i.e. if ePP >0). Therefore, the electricity supplied by the

storage system is estimated using equation (3). Subsequently, the

energy remaining in the system after discharging is calculated us-

ing equation (4) as follows:

eT ¼min½ePP ; ðSShGÞ;CT � (3)

SS ¼ SS �
eT
hG

(4)

where SS is the amount of energy sent to the grid, CT is the dis-

charging device capacity, and hC is the discharging efficiency. The

PHES round-trip efficiency used in this study was 76%, according to

the values reported in relevant literature [53] for this technology.

In general, the simulation strategy seeks to use RES production

directly when is available to match the electricity demand. How-

ever, in the case of energy surplus the energy excess will be stored

and used when needed.

3.4. Cost structure

The economic assessment is an important part of every

renewable integration analysis. In this study, the cost associated

with the power system were calculated as a differential cost [13].

Thus, only the investment costs associated with new capacity

added to the reference system model (2014) were considered, and

these represent the total transition cost from the reference system

to the future proposed in the defined scenarios. The total costs were

annualised, and these include capital investment, fixed and variable

operation and maintenance (O&M), integration and CO2 costs. All

the future technology efficiencies and technology and fuel costs are

based on 2030 projections by IRENA [54], the EnergyPLAN cost

database [37] and the energy technology reference indicator pro-

jections (ETRI) from the European Commission [55]. A discount rate

of 8%, which has been used when evaluating other similar projects

in Colombia [56], and a CO2 price of 40 V/tCO2e [57] were defined

into the model. Table 3 shows the list of costs in 2030 for all the

technologies considered in this research.

3.5. Optimisation with MOEA Eplan

After defining multiple scenarios for assessing the impact of

large-scale energy storage and cross-border interconnection on the

power system through the parametric analysis, a techno-economic

optimisationwas performed in order to find the best configurations

for the Colombian system. For this purpose, the authors developed

a MATLAB app, called MOEA Eplan, that can be accessed freely from

the open access repository Zenodo in Ref. [58]. This app integrates

the EnergyPLAN modelling tool with the Multi-objective evolu-

tionary algorithm (MOEA) used by the MATLAB optimisation

toolbox [59] in order to provide a framework for energy scenario

analysis and design. The app was built using the script developed

by Cabrera et al. [23] to call EnergyPLAN from MATLAB and link

them with the optimisation toolbox through a user-friendly inter-

face. TheMOEA is ameta-heuristic optimisation algorithm that was

inspired by the natural selection principle. This kind of algorithm is

especially suited for complicated problems where finding the

optimal solution is computationally impractical [26]. MOEA Eplan

uses an elitist and controlled variant of the Non-Dominated Sorting

Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) described by Deb in Ref. [60]. Fig. 2

illustrates the steps followed by the algorithm. Firstly, all the

hourly distributions and relevant costs are defined and fixed into

each EnergyPLAN model. These parameters are fixed and do not

change during the optimisation process. Then, an initial population

is generated, and the objective function of each individual is eval-

uated by the modelling tool. These values are sent back to the main

script that rank them according to its fitness. After the ranking

process of all the individuals, the algorithm generates the next

generation (new group of individuals) by applying the defined

operator of the genetic algorithm: parent selection, crossover and

mutation. The loop continues until the convergence criteria are

matched and a Pareto-optimal front is generated by the MOEA [25].

In this case study, the objective functions are the total annual

costs and GHG emissions of the power system and both are to be

minimised. The optimisation decision variables are the following:

(i) solar PV installed power, (ii) wind power capacity, (iii) pump

capacity (ES charging power), (iv) turbine capacity (ES discharging

power) and (v) energy storage capacity. The input range (upper and

lower bounds) for each decision variable are shown in Table 4. The

cross-border transmission capacity is considered a constraint

rather than an input in this study because its expansion usually

depends on international agreements.

4. Results and discussions

In this section, the results of the simulated scenarios and the

optimisation process are introduced. Section 4.1 summarises the

results of adding energy storage and interconnection capacity into a

power systemwith increasing RES penetration. Section 4.2 presents

the most important findings from the scenario simulations, and

Table 3

Projected capital investment and O&M costs for 2030 [37,54,55].

Production type Capital investments [MV/unit] Lifetime [Years] O&M [% of invest.]

Large power plants [MW] 0.83 25 3.35

PHES Pump [MW] 0.3 50 0.75

PHES Turbine [MW] 0.3 50 0.75

PHES storage [GWh] 7.5 50 1.5

Interconnection (International) [MW] 0.66 60 1

Wind [MW] 1.14 25 2.2

Solar PV [MW] 0.64 25 1.7

Hydropower [MW] 2.55 60 1.25
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finally, in Section 4.3 the techno-economic optimisation outputs

using the MOEA Eplan are discussed.

4.1. Energy storage and interconnections

Rising levels of intermittent renewables generation create new

challenges for the operation of the electricity system. However,

flexible options such as energy storage and international inter-

connection could assist in addressing some of these challenges. In

this work, the impacts of increasing renewable penetration, elec-

tricity storage and interconnections capacities over the power

system are evaluated by recording the changes in the CEEP or

electricity curtailed, the primary energy supply (PES) or total fuel

consumption and the GHG emissions. One of the main objectives of

adding flexibility to the national grid is to reduce the CEEP and use

it to replace fossil fuel-based plants power production.

4.1.1. Energy storage

In this section, the baseline scenario is used in order to simulate

the effects of energy storagewith increasing levels of wind, solar PV

and a combination of both over the power system. The behaviour of

both CEEP and PES when wind penetration increases is shown in

Fig. 3. Considering no energy storage, the penetration wind levels

below 12% of the total production does not generate any CEEP. As

additional capacity is added to the system, wind production needs

to be curtailed and no longer displaces fossil-fuel generation,

reducing its environmental value to the system [51]. This leads to a

technical penetration limit to the technology that is estimated

following the procedure described in Ref. [27]. For this case, this

limit is around 22% and is equivalent to a wind capacity of about

7.84 GW. It should be noted that as the storage power capacity

increases (from 500MW to 2 GW), the difference in CEEP and PES is

reduced, thus establishing a technical limit to the useable storage

capacity. In this case, energy storage power levels above 1.5 GW

(10 GWh storage capacity) does not have a significant impact on the

wind penetration limit. Compared to the scenario without energy

storage, a further increase of approximately 2% of wind power

Fig. 2. Diagram of the algorithm followed by the MOEA Eplan tool.

Table 4

Decision variables range for each unit.

Production unit Lower bound Upper bound

Wind [MW] 0 10,000

Solar PV [MW] 0 10,000

Pump power [MW] 0 6000

Turbine power [MW] 0 6000

Storage energy capacity [GWh] 0 60

Fig. 3. Changes in CEEP and PES with increasing wind and energy storage power

capacities.
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capacity (shaded region in Fig. 3) could be accommodated in the

system without wasting energy and this represent a reduction of

14.7% and 8.4% in the CO2 emissions and energy curtailed,

respectively.

Energy storage plays a more significant role in power systems

with high solar PV power. This is mainly due to the nature of solar

energy, which is only available during daylight periods and cannot

generate energy continuously throughout the day as other types of

renewables, such as the case of wind. Fig. 4 shows that the ES power

capacity has a significant impact on the technically feasible pene-

tration limit of Solar PV until about 2 GW. Above this level, the

changes in CEEP, PES and CO2 emission are not significant. An in-

crease from approximately 11%e16% (5.82e6.12 GW) in the tech-

nical solar PV penetration limit is evidenced, and the major impact

is on the reduction of the amount of energy curtailed (about 26%

compared to the baseline scenario). Further, a reduction of

approximately 17% and 4% in CO2 emissions and PES, respectively, is

evidenced.

An increase in both wind and solar PV installed capacity is a

more realistic scenario and combine the benefits of the two tech-

nologies [27]. The results illustrated in Fig. 5 also show that rising

levels of energy storage can reduce the amount of electricity cur-

tailed and fuel consumption, and therefore support the integration

of higher shares of RES. Similar to the previous case, ES power ca-

pacities over 2 GW does not result in important changes to the

system and the combined (wind and solar) technical feasible RES

penetration increases from approximately 19%e25% of the total

electricity production. This latter represents installed wind and

solar capacities of approximately 4 GW and 7 GW, respectively.

Also, CO2 emissions and PES are further reduced by 34% and 6.3%,

respectively.

4.1.2. Cross-border interconnections

As described in Section 2, the interconnection capacity with

neighbouring countries could expand in Colombia over the coming

decades. However, this will depend on several uncertain factors

such as the economic situation, politics, market arrangements,

demand profiles and the future power mix of the countries

involved. Fig. 6 shows the impact of increasing transmission ca-

pacity on the baseline scenario (from 500 MW to 3 GW) with

different levels of RES penetration and without adding energy

storage. The main effect is on the CEEP because this energy excess

could be ideally used by neighbour systems in order to satisfy their

demand. Regional interconnections could also expand significantly

the maximum technical RES penetration in the system, and in this

case, it climbs from about 19% to 24% of the total energy production.

Further, a drop of approximately 17.7% in CO2 emissions is evi-

denced with the PES levels remaining unchanged.

4.2. Scenario results

This section presents the results obtained from simulating the

Fig. 4. Changes in CEEP and PES with increasing Solar PV and energy storage power

capacities.

Fig. 5. Changes in CEEP and PES with increasing combined RES and storage power

capacities.

Fig. 6. Change in CEEP with increasing cross-border interconnection capacity.

Fig. 7. Electricity production and GHG emissions for all the scenarios.
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three scenarios described in Section 3.2. The results have been

analysed comparing key energy indicators such as annual GHG

emissions, fuel consumption, energy curtailed and RES share. Fig. 7

shows the total electricity generation by source and estimated CO2

emissions in 2030 for the three scenarios simulated. It is evident

that hydro generationwill continue to be themain source of energy

for the country and this is a clear advantage for increasing the

flexibility of the system and its capacity to absorb more variable

renewable capacity. The results of the scenario 2 show the benefits

of adding variable RES with ES into the electricity system repre-

sented in a reduction of approximately 67% in the GHG emissions of

the sector and an increase in the RES share to be about 89.4% of the

total electricity production. The results of scenario 3 show that

adding cross-border interconnection capacity allows additional

penetration of variable RES into the system and the total RES pro-

duction reaches about 91.6% of the total. Further, the annual CEEP is

reduced by 47% compared to scenario 2. The annual CO2 emissions

remain constant, however, the emission intensity of the sector

could also be further reduced to approximately 61.2 gCO2e/kWh,

which is about 69% less than the value estimated in the BaU sce-

nario (195.3 gCO2e/kWh).

4.3. Techno-economic optimisation

In this section, the results from the techno-economic optimi-

sation are presented. As discussed in Section 3.5, a MOEA optimi-

sation was performed using the MOEA Eplan app for the selected

five decision variables with respect to the two objectives (GHG

emissions and total cost). The rest of the inputs remain the same as

the used for scenario 3. The optimisation was run 5 times and the

following parameters used to set into the model: Population size:

100 individuals; Number of generations: 100; Crossover fraction:

0.9; and Pareto fraction: 0.5. These parameters have been applied in

similar studies [26] in order to provide enough convergence time

for the optimisation and guarantee a Pareto-optimal front that does

not stay trapped in local optimums. Fig. 8 shows the resulting

Pareto front and the two objective variables, the GHG emissions

(MtCO2e) and the annual cost of the power system (MV), are both

represented on the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively. The

scenarios with lower emissions but the higher annual cost can be

seen on the left side of the Pareto front. On the contrary, scenarios

with higher emissions and lower cost are shown on the right side of

the figure. The Pareto front is formed by points where different

configurations of the decision variables represent an optimal

scenario with respect to the objective variables [26]. This allows

policymakers and energy planners to identify a range of different

options between optimal scenarios when designing future national

strategies.

It should be noted that for emission values lower than 3MtCO2e,

the annual cost of the system increases exponentially. Whereas for

higher emission levels, the cost decreases on linear trends. An

optimal reference configuration at this point, identified with an

orange square in the figure, was selected in order to compare the

optimisation results with the baseline scenario. This is just a

reference between the multiple possible optimal configurations

found. The green point in Fig. 8 corresponds to scenario 3 described

in the previous section. Note that this scenario was built using the

results from the parametric analysis and it is close to the Pareto

front. Compared with the reference scenario, numerous points on

the Pareto front lead to a significant improvement in CO2 emissions

without a major increase in costs. Figs. 9 and 10 show the capacity

values of the associated decision variables over the Pareto front as a

function of the annual emissions. This objective variable is used to

analyse their effect on the final configurations considering that the

system cost will increase with higher capacities.

As expected, there is a clear correlation between the increase in

total intermittent RES capacity and the reduction in CO2 emissions.

Even though the wind capacity is higher than the solar PV for the

configurations with high emissions, solar installations are favoured

for the scenarios with low emissions and this is mainly because of

the Colombian weather characteristics and the positive impact of

adding energy storage to the system.

The energy storage optimal configurations suggest that charging

and discharging power levels, represented by pump and turbine

power in the case of PHES, should be different. Both power and

energy levels evidence a strong correlation with the solar PV. The

pump capacity is higher than the turbine capacity in all the cases

and the difference is clearer for configurations that result in low

emissions. This may be due to the demand and supply profile of the

system, where there are periods with elevated levels of energy

production and lower demand (see Fig. 11). Regarding the eco-

nomic aspect of PHES, total installation costs including both res-

ervoirs for the technology were considered for the assessment.

These costs could be further reduced if some of the current dams

used for hydro generation in the country are adapted for adding

PHES systems. However, this analysis requires more detailed

infrastructure studies on the feasibility of each individual case, and

thus, it is beyond the scope of this research.

Fig. 8. Pareto front for best system configurations. Fig. 9. Wind and solar PV capacities on the Pareto front.
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Figs. 11 and 12 show the hourly electricity supply and demand

profiles for three consecutive days (two working days and a

weekend) in two different cases. Fig. 12 illustrates the results of

Scenario 2 without ES. The negative values in the figure indicate the

amount of electricity curtailed due to the excess of production by

the intermittent RES. The annual CEEP is approximately 5.9 TWh

and is generated mainly by solar PV during its peak generation

hours. The results show that high RES penetration levels in the

power sector impact directly the thermal generators ramping de-

mands [27]. During the morning hours, as solar PV production in-

creases, the conventional generators ramp down its supply quickly.

In the evening hours, where the system faces its peak demand and

solar supply declines, the thermal utilities experience sharp ramp-

ups.

The impact of adding flexibility measures, such as ES and in-

terconnections, into the power system is evidenced in Fig. 12,

where the hourly distribution of supply and demand for the

optimal reference configuration can be seen. Wind and solar PV

experience different seasonal and diurnal generation patterns that

impact directly in the amount of energy curtailed and the required

system storage levels. In this case, they substitute most of the

thermal plants’ electricity generation. ES plays a key role in

reducing sharp ramps for conventional generators during rapid

load change hours, and thus, facilitates the operation of these

utilities. The electricity surplus in the system, produced mainly

during solar peak generation time (middle hours of the day), is used

by the PHES pump (ES charging) and the electricity produced by the

system turbines is sent back to the grid (ES discharging) when is

mostly needed. However, there are days with lower demand and

higher intermittent generation where some remaining energy still

must be curtailed to ensure the stability of the grid.

The optimal reference configuration has a RES generation share

of approximately 96.8% of the total annual electricity production,

and the CO2 emissions levels are reduced by approximately 86.4%

compared to the baseline scenario, representing an emission factor

of the power sector of about 26.5 gCO2e/kWh.

As shown previously in Section 4.2, increasing the international

transmission capacity in order to increase the energy interchange

with neighbouring countries is an effective flexibility option to

reduce the excess of generation in the system. Fig. 13 shows the

load-duration curve of CEEP for the technical interconnection levels

that could be achieved in Colombia by 2030. It is clear that the

higher the transmission capacity the less energy is wasted and

curtailed. However, achieving these levels of interconnection does

not depend exclusively on the internal planning of an individual

country and must be discussed at regional level seeking to define

clear frameworks that could allow a further integration in the area.

Fig. 10. PHES components capacity on the Pareto front.

Fig. 11. Hourly distribution of supply and demand for scenario 2 without ES.

Fig. 12. Hourly distribution of supply and demand for the optimal reference

configuration.
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This is highly relevant in Latin America mainly due to the persistent

public order problems in the vicinity of the borders and the lack of

political stability which could impact the international electricity

market [22]. A comprehensive understanding of the inter-regional

power exchanges in future systems with high intermittent gener-

ation will require a complementary Latin American market anal-

ysis, however, this is not within the scope of this study.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the impacts of large-scale electricity energy stor-

age and cross-border interconnections in the future Colombian

power systemwere analysed using the EnergyPLANmodelling tool.

Initially, a parametric analysis using diverse scenarios was per-

formed in order to find the effects of these flexibility options on the

integration of high shares of wind and solar PV; then, the MOEA

Eplan tool was used to run a techno-economic optimisation and

analyse the best trade-offs between the annual CO2 emissions and

the total system cost. The results proved that energy storage and

cross-border interconnections have a very significant role in

enabling larger levels of intermittent RES into the power system,

and therefore adding more flexibility and diminishing its carbon

intensity. In the case of Colombia, the optimal reference configu-

ration selected from the Pareto front could allow a RES generation

share of approximately 96.8% of the total electricity production and

assist in the reduction of 86.2% of the sector’s emissions compared

to the baseline scenario. This could represent an emission factor of

the power sector of approximately 26.5 gCO2e/kWh and clearly

exceeds the target defined by the country during the COP21 by

2030. Further reductions could be achieved at higher system cost

and this represents an advantage for energy planers that can select

from a broad range of optimal scenarios depending on the diverse

possible trade-offs between cost and emissions.

A more integrated electricity system with higher cross-border

interconnection capacity provides benefits in terms of increasing

the RES penetration and reducing the amount of energy curtailed.

The diversity in resources, load patterns and hydrological com-

plementarities of the different countries in the region could be

highly beneficial for achieving a more resilient power sector. In

Colombia, this also could assist in overcoming the internal trans-

mission constraints between the different sources of generation

and allow better exploitation of its energy potential.

The results of this study can assist policymakers and energy

planners to understand the impact of flexibility options on national

power systems and the developing of appropriate policies in order

to ensure the effective deployment of strategies oriented towards a

smooth energy transition. Furthermore, additional scenarios

including the other sectors of the energy system should be

considered for a more detailed analysis. As proposed by the smart

energy system approach, the integration of the electricity, heat and

transport sector will be needed in order to achieve an affordable

and more sustainable national system.
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BaU: Business as Usual
CAES: Compressed air energy storage
CAN: Andean Community
CEEP: Critical Excess of Electricity Production
COP: Conference of the parties
DSM: Demand-side management
ENSO: El Ni~no and La Ni~na southern oscillation
ES: Electricity storage
ETRI: Energy technology reference indicator
GHG: Greenhouse gases
IDEAM: Hydrology, meteorology and environmental institute
iNDC: Intended Nationally Determined Contributions
IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change
IRENA: International Renewable Energy Agency
MOEA: Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm
MOEA Eplan: Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm optimisation for EnergyPLAN
NGSA: Non-dominated sorted algorithm
O&M: Operation and maintenance
PES: Primary Energy Supply
PHES: Pump hydroelectric energy storage
PV: Photovoltaics
RES: Renewable Energy Sources
SIEL: Colombian Electrical Information System
tCO2e: ton of CO2 equivalent
UPME: Unidad de Planeaci�on Minero Energ�etica (Mining and Energy Planning Unit)
XM: Compa~nía de Expertos en Mercados (Market experts company)
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